
SXA 18 LTX 125 BL (600146840) Cordless Random Orbital Sander
18V; metaBOX 215; with 125 mm sanding pad

Order no. 600146840
EAN 4061792195172

Flat cordless random orbital sander with ergonomic design and low weight for fatigue-free work
Sander is comfortable to use and stays close to the work surface thanks to its low overall height
Low-vibration working thanks to smooth running operation
Grip area with non-slip surface
Soft start minimizes surface errors when placing
Unique brushless motor for the best possible efficiency when grinding, even in continuous mode
Infinite speed regulation for working at customized speeds to suit various application materials.
Sanding pad with multiple holes for effective extraction and a longer service life of the sanding media
With easy to empty textile dust bag for working without extraction facilities
Can be connected to an all-purpose vacuum cleaner using connection sleeve 630798000
Motor and disc brake allows the machine to be shut down quickly
Removable protector safeguards adjacent surfaces and increases the service life of the grinding disc
With attachment point for tool safety belt for working at heights
With metaBOX, the smart solution for transportation and storage

Representative picture
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Technical values

Parameters

Battery voltage 18 V

Diameter of backing pad 5 "

No-load speed 4000 - 10000 RPM

Orbital frequency with no load 8000 - 20000 RPM

Orbit diameter 2 mm

Weight without battery pack 1.1 kg

Weight including battery pack 1.5 kg

Vibration

Surface grinding 1.1 m/s²

Uncertainty of measurement K 1.5 m/s²

Noise emission

Sound pressure level 67 dB(A)

Sound power level (LwA) 78 dB(A)

Uncertainty of measurement K 3 dB(A)

Scope of delivery

"Multi-hole" sanding pad with hook and loop

1 P 120 hook and loop sanding sheet wood and metal "professional"

Protector

Compact Textile Dust Bag

Hexagonal wrench

metaBOX 215

without battery pack, without charger
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